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URBAN PROJECT RESEARCHER

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES

PRODUCTION

LANGUAGE

ACADEMIC

COMPUTER SKILLS

URBAN RESEARCHER // UrbanWorks, Johannesburg / 2017
    Define a work process
    Conduct field research
    Develop and present visual supports

PROJECT ASSISTANT // E.R.U, Brussels / 2016
    Set up diagnostics and give thematic answers
    Gather actors and lead meetings
    Determine the priorities of a project
    Program urban operations (budget: 20M €)

BSc URBAN PLANNING // University of Montreal / 2016

MSc SOCIO-ECONOMY // University of Geneva / Start sept.2018

«Responsive cities» (Mooc) // École Poly. Féd. of  Zürich / 2018
«African cities» (Mooc) // École Poly. Féd. of Lausanne / 2016

SLUM DEVELOPMENT // iOS App / In process

CROSS BORDER ECONOMIES // Research / 2017
    Architectural lexicon related to informal economy

LEMAY PRIZE // Undergraduation project / 2016
    «Parc-Extension, seeking a balance for recent migrants».

Titre du graphique

A B

Adobe

Titre du graphique

A B

Sketchup

Titre du graphique

A B

Titre du graphique

A B

POSITIVE RELIABLE ORGANISED FLEXIBLE

ArcGIS AutoCAD

French // Mother tongue

English // C-1 level

German // A-2 level
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14 September 2017 
 
REFERENCE FOR JULIEN THINEY 
 
This letter serves to confirm that Julien Thiney has been involved in a full-time capacity at our studio as an intern from 
17 April to 18 August 2017. 
 
Julien was involved in a diversity of projects within our studio which touched on research, fieldwork, documentation 
and graphic representation. He worked as part of a larger team and was given responsibility to manage and produce 
independently.  
 
Julien worked on two key projects of significance, namely: 
 

a) Cross Border Economies: A pioneering study into the patterns of cross border shoppers and spaces in inner city 
Johannesburg. This involved empirical research as to how spaces are shaped by these cross-border markets. 
Julien was personally responsible for developing a lexicon of architectural typologies – a unique set of 
documentation within this field.   

b) Ivory Park Land Study: This project investigated land blockages to economic growth in marginalized (township) 
areas. It explored this through in-depth fieldwork and documentation of findings.  

 
Both projects necessitated curiosity, an open mind, ability to work under pressure and with calm and precision. Julien 
undertook these tasks with great diligence and professionalism contributing significantly to the success of these 
projects.  He has been a pleasure to have in our studio and would highly recommend him to any employee who can 
nurture his talents.  
 
We wish Julien all the very best in his career and trust he will make a meaningful contribution to urbanism.  
 
Please contact myself should there be any further queries in this regard.   
 
Sincerely,  

 
Thireshen Govender 
For and behalf of  
UrbanWorks Architecture and Urbanism 
 
 
 
 


